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Abstract Enterprise architecture management (EAM) is acknowledged as a dis-
cipline to drive organizational change, to improve IT landscapes’ transparency, and
to align business and IT. Despite its increasing popularity in practice, many EAM
initiatives are confronted with substantial challenges, as demonstrated by the low
usage level of enterprise architecture (EA) documentation and enterprise architects’
lack of authority, and often fail. This motivates our research, which aims at
developing a design theory that may guide organizations to successfully implement
EAM. Based on three field studies, we first analyze the issues that arise when
implementing EAM in practice. We find that EAM often suffers from being
regarded as a separate and parallel initiative, although it needs to be embedded in
established management processes and organization. We then suggest a design
theory for architecture-driven IT management (ADRIMA) that synthesizes pre-
scriptive knowledge related to embedding EAM practices, artifacts, and roles in the
existing IT management processes and organization. By consolidating both IT
management and EAM perspectives, our research goes beyond existing EA litera-
ture and EA frameworks which describe EAM as a stand-alone management con-
cept focusing on EA models and the EA life cycle.
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1 Introduction
Enterprise architectures (EAs) are considered promising means to align the required
changes in corporate strategy and business processes with an increasingly complex
IT landscape (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011; Aier et al. 2008b). They have become
one of the CIO’s top priorities and are also used as a vehicle to help reduce IT
expenses under the increased pressure from business leaders (Luftman and Ben-Zvi
2011). The publication of the Zachman Framework (Zachman 1987) in the 1980s
initiated an extensive discourse on EA in research and practice (see Schelp and
Winter 2009; Scho¨nherr 2009): Early work focused on enterprises’ fundamental
components, their relationships as well as their appropriate representations (e.g.,
Scheer 1991; O¨sterle 1995; Ferstl and Sinz 1997; Frank 1995). While this work
centered on the ‘‘what’’ in terms of enterprise modeling methods and notations (see
Aier et al. 2008b), little attention was paid to the set-up and implementation of EA
concepts in organizations (the ‘‘how’’).
In the meantime, enterprises have gathered practical experience with EA
concepts: they started documenting their EA on different layers (Lankhorst et al.
2005; Winter and Fischer 2007) and assigned responsibilities for the further
development of EA to dedicated architecture teams as well as roles, such as
enterprise architects (Strano and Rehmani 2007). Today, enterprise architecture
management (EAM) is acknowledged as a discipline to drive organizational change,
to improve IT landscapes’ transparency, and to align business and IT (Winter and
Schelp 2008; Kappelman et al. 2009; Schmidt and Buxmann 2011).
Despite the diversity of approaches that define either EAM processes and
governance regimes or derive EA viewpoints and applications based on stakeholder
concerns, EAM implementation remains a challenging topic for organizations
However, EAM initiatives are associated with substantial challenges, and often fail
as researchers (Morganwalp and Sage 2004; Seppanen et al. 2009) and practitioners
(Roeleven and Broer 2009) report. Some of the criticism against EAM is that it
requires a lot of effort (Morganwalp and Sage 2004) and that the benefits thereof are
not directly measurable and are realized with some time lag (Schmidt and Buxmann
2011). Moreover, EA’s strategic alignment potential is hindered by lacking
governance, insufficient support for the EA development from business and IT
management, as well as by inadequate resources and skills (Seppanen et al. 2009;
Winter and Schelp 2008). These EAM implementation issues motivate our research,
which will first analyze the key challenges when implementing EAM in practice.
From three field studies, we conclude that EAM often suffers from being regarded
as a separate and parallel initiative, although it needs to be embedded in established
management processes and organization. In order to address this issue, our research
aims at developing prescriptions that may guide organizations to successfully
implement EAM. We formulate our results as a design theory (Gregor and Jones
2007; Walls et al. 1992), which we call the design theory for architecture-driven IT
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management (ADRIMA). This article extends ADRIMA’s first version (Lo¨he and
Legner 2012), which focused on the constructs, representing domain-specific
vocabulary and conceptualizations, and a set of design principles, i.e. principles of
form and function, to embed EAM in IT processes and the existing organizational
structures. The extended version of ADRIMA is a comprehensive and well-defined
design theory which encompasses all eight design theory components specified by
Gregor and Jones (2007): (1) purpose and scope, (2) constructs, (3) a set of design
principles, (4) artifact mutability, (5) justificatory knowledge, (6) testable propo-
sitions, (7) expository instantiation, and (8) principles of implementation. Thereby it
elaborates on how artifacts could be constructed and why the design works, (the first
six ‘‘core components’’ of a design theory), but also addresses the design theory’s
implementation in specific circumstances. More specifically, this work enhances
ADRIMA’s initial version by anticipating artifact changes (‘‘artifact mutability’’),
describing an instantiation as proof-of-concept (‘‘expository instantiation’’) and
developing specific guidelines for building further instantiations (‘‘principles of
implementation’’). It is noteworthy that ADRIMA focuses on EAM as an integral
part of IT management, although we also acknowledge EAM’s broader enterprise
focus. Our research setting concentrates on IT management, which—similar to other
empirical studies in the field (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011)—involves IT-led EAM
initiatives.
In the remainder of the paper, we first summarize the current state of research on
EAM implementation and analyze to what extent IT management literature has
picked up EAM concepts. We then motivate and introduce our research approach. In
Sect. 4, we present the observations from three field studies. Based on these practical
insights, we derive general design requirements and evaluate to what degree current
approaches satisfy the requirements. We then introduce our design theory for
ADRIMA. We conclude with a brief summary and discuss our contribution to the
existing body of knowledge as well as the implications for future research.
2 Current state of research and related work
Early publications related to enterprise architectures centered on the ‘‘what’’ in
terms of enterprise modeling methods and notations. With the more widespread
adoption of EAM in practice, there is increasing interest in how EA concepts should
be implemented in organizations (the ‘‘how’’). The following sections review how
EAM implementation is conceptualized in the existing literature and subsequently
reflects EAM’s role in IT management.
2.1 EAM implementation
Enterprise architectures provide means to document and communicate an
enterprise’s fundamental components and their relationships through formal
conceptualizations, i.e. architectural descriptions or models (Maier et al. 2004;
Lankhorst et al. 2005). Whereas there is no common understanding of the terms EA
or EAM (see Schelp and Winter 2009; Scho¨nherr 2009), most authors agree that
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EAM is a management and design function targeting the enterprise in a
comprehensive manner (Buckl 2011; Winter 2004; Aier et al. 2009a). In doing
so, EAM supports the enterprise’s transformation from the current (as-is) towards
intermediate and long-term planned (to-be) EA states (Schelp and Winter 2009;
Aier et al. 2008b; Buckl et al. 2010a, 2011). Moreover, EAM sets clear directions
for enterprises through plans and roadmaps as well as principles and standards that
guide the transformation (Spewak and Tiemann 2006; Ross et al. 2006).
While the benefits are widely acknowledged, EAM implementation in a company is
challenging (Zink 2009; Seppanen et al. 2009) and may take several years to produce the
expected outcomes (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011). In order to leverage EAM,
companies must adopt and institutionalize the concept in their organizations. This
implies that they explicitly manage the EA life cycle, conceptualize and document the
EA in the form of models, and introduce new governance regimes. From our qualitative
content analysis (Mayring 2000) of prior EAM literature, we have identified four
research streams with different conceptualizations of EAM implementation (Table 1):
1. EAM initiatives, i.e. the setup of an EAM program that centers on EA models
and their life cycle,
2. EAM processes, i.e. approaches that prescribe recurring processes or activities
that enterprises should establish for using EAM,
3. EAM application scenarios, i.e. stakeholder-oriented approaches that focus on
specific concerns and viewpoints, as well as
4. EAM governance, i.e. approaches that emphasize EAM roles and governance
regimes.
The first research stream includes established EA frameworks and literature
proposing building blocks of EAM programs with a strong focus on architecture
development and transition. For example, the Federal Enterprise Architecture
Framework (FEAF) advises a top-down EAM implementation for US authorities’
architectural segments (e.g., tactical defense, energy supply or education). It
contains a general EA process (CIO Council 2001) covering the EA program
initiation, EA development with baseline and target architectures, as well as EA use,
maintenance and control. FEAF comprises performance, business, service compo-
nent, data, and technical reference models (FEA Program Management Office
2007a), and focuses on aligning EA with capital planning and investment control as
well as with system development processes. The Open Group Architecture
Framework (TOGAF) suggests an architecture development method (ADM) that
represents a continuous cycle (The Open Group 2009). Starting with preliminary
steps and an architecture vision, the ADM goes on to develop baseline and target
architecture for business, information systems, and technology, followed by
opportunities and solutions, as well as migration planning. Finally, it closes with
implementation governance and architecture change management. Bricknall et al.
(2006) identify critical factors for EAM initiatives: Among others, they refer to top
management buy-in, implementation of an EA governance process and EAM’s
alignment with other enterprise life cycle processes, such as the investment process.
They advise to start small and use a step-by-step approach, with an agreed relevant
scope and understandable deliverables between business and IT.
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Process-driven approaches provide descriptions of recurring EAM processes and
activities. Certain authors (Buckl et al. 2009b, 2010a) concentrate on individual
EAM activities, for example, describing and developing target state EA as well as
analyzing and evaluating EA. Others define EAM-related processes on a macro
(Keller 2007) or micro level (Dern 2007). Keller (2007) suggests high-level
architecture processes for IT strategy, modeling, IT application portfolio manage-
ment, project monitoring, policy development and enforcement, as well as project
portfolio monitoring, and introduces a comparison matrix between his architectures
processes and COBIT. Dern (2007) describes detailed workflows for IS portfolio
Table 1 EAM implementation in the literature
Approach Description Examples
1. EAM
initiatives
Setup and building blocks of EAM
programs. Mostly, model-driven, i.e.
focusing on a dedicated EA life cycle
(as-is EA documentation, to-be EA
planning, etc.)
EA frameworks and model-driven EA
approaches: TOGAF (The Open Group
2009)*, FEAF (CIO Council 2001; FEA
Program Management Office 2007b)*,
SEAM (Wegmann et al. 2007), Zachman
(Zachman 1987; Sowa and Zachman
1992)*
EAM initiatives’ scope and success
factors: Bricknall et al. (2006), Bussells
(2006), Janssen and Hjort-Madsen
(2007), Matthee et al. (2007), Seppanen,
et al. (2009)
2. EAM
processes
Typical EAM processes and activities that
enterprises should establish when
introducing EAM
EAM activities and functions: Buckl et al.
(Buckl et al. 2009b, 2010a), Schmidt and
Buxmann (2011), van der Raadt and van
Vliet (2008)
EAM processes: Dern (2007)*, Hafner and
Winter (2008), Keller (2007)*, Niemann
(2005)*.
3. EAM
application
scenarios
Stakeholder-oriented approach defining the
relevant concerns and viewpoints as well
as application of EA models
EAM patterns: Buckl et al. (Buckl et al.
2008; Buckl et al. 2010b), Moser et al.
(2009)*
Concern-driven EA modeling: Lankhorst
et al. (2005)
Exemplary usage of EA models: Bucher
et al. (2006), Aier et al. (2008a), Hjort-
Madsen and Pries-Heje (2009).
4. EAM
governance
EAM roles and committees as well as the
introduction of EAM principles and
standards
EAM roles: Strano and Rehmani (2007),
Niemi (2007), Sauer and Willcocks
(2002). Organizational structures for
EAM: Findlay (2006), Venkatesh et al.
(2007), Hoogervorst (2009)
EAM principles and standards: Boh and
Yellin (2007), Winter and Schelp (2008),
Greefhorst and Proper (2011)
* Practitioner-oriented literature
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analysis and planning, a comprehensive EA planning, as well as EA development
including its initialization and the system development life cycle.
The third stream of research (‘‘EAM application scenarios’’) emphasizes the
necessity to address specific stakeholder concerns and viewpoints when imple-
menting EAM. These works represent exemplary usage of EA models in specific
application scenarios, for example, EA impact or coverage analysis to support risk
management and sourcing decisions (Aier et al. 2008a; Bucher et al. 2006). In line
with this, EAM patterns (Buckl et al. 2008) and concern-driven EA modeling
(Lankhorst et al. 2005) relate EA artifacts and methods to a particular stakeholder’s
perspective. These approaches focus on EAM best-practice solutions to specific
needs, without providing an organizational implementation method. To address this
gap, Buckl et al. (2011) recently suggested a situational EAM design for selecting
appropriate EAM patterns.
Finally, the argument of governance-driven approaches is that introducing EAM
requires new organizational or governance structures (Winter and Schelp 2008;
Strano and Rehmani 2007; Hoogervorst 2009). They concentrate mainly on the
positioning and responsibilities of EAM roles and committees, whereas Hoogervorst
(2009) also provides a comprehensive framework for integrating enterprise
(architecture) governance into the broader scope of IT and corporate governance.
The other governance-driven approaches emphasize defining, implementing, and
monitoring EA principles (Greefhorst and Proper 2011) and standards (Ross 2003;
Boh and Yellin 2007). They argue that the enforcement of EA principles and
standards will coordinate technology choices and project-level decisions across
different business units and IT departments in order to keep the over-arching
architecture consistent.
2.2 IT management and EAM
Despite the increasing relevance of EAM for IT executives (Luftman and Ben-Zvi
2011), the interplay between EAM and IT management is not well understood. IT
management deals ‘‘with a broad cross-section of issues spanning the activities from
system inception, through design, development, system implementation, and beyond
to post implementation evaluation’’ (Booth and Philip 2005). The plan, build, and
run phases are very popular to structure these activities (Zarnekow et al. 2006).
Although the plan and build phases comprise architectural design and development,
IT management literature has paid very little attention to EAM so far. It either
focuses on the IT department’s organization and processes in detail and in their
functional context (O¨sterle et al. 1993; Boddy et al. 2005; van Schaik 1985) or
concentrates on specific realms, such as IT strategy (Riempp et al. 2008; Earl 1988).
Among the few approaches that explicitly mention architectural issues and tasks are
the popular practitioner-oriented IT management frameworks (see van Bon and
Verheijen 2006; ISACA 2011), notably capability maturity model integration
(CMMI), IT infrastructure library (ITIL), and control objectives for information and
related technology (COBIT).
CMMI (Software Engineering Institute 2010) is a maturity model aimed at
improving the software development process. It suggests various related IT
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practices, such as project planning, requirements development, and technical
solutions. While it mentions product architectures, architecture patterns, as well as
architecture standards and documentation for a concrete system, it does not consider
other architectural layers apart from technology and it does not extend its focus to
enterprise-wide transformation.
As a best practice approach, ITIL (Cabinet Office 2011) describes strategic and
operational processes to plan, design, develop, and provide high-quality IT services.
ITIL has developed from an IT support and operation context into a holistic IT
management perspective, and accordingly has recently started to integrate some first
EAM aspects into its current version 3. As part of its service design principles, ITIL
includes the technology architecture design, which is defined as ‘‘the development
and maintenance of IT policies, strategies, architectures, designs, documents, plans
and processes for the deployment and subsequent operation and improvement of
appropriate IT services and solutions throughout an organization’’ (Cabinet Office
2011). For the details, it refers to well-known EA frameworks, such as TOGAF,
FEAF, and Zachman. Furthermore, the service design principles stipulate to work
within the agreed architectural framework and standards, work closely with all
architectural roles to ensure maximum benefit from the work done in creating the
architecture, and to reuse many of the assets created as part of the architecture.
Thereby, ITIL determines the real benefit of the EA from an organization’s ability to
design and implement projects and solutions in a rapid and consistent manner.
However, ITIL does not further detail the EA contents of plans, design documents,
and standards.
COBIT (ITGI 2007) is a governance and management framework for information
and related technology, which describes IT processes, roles, and artifacts along the
following phases: plan and organize, acquire and implement, deliver and support,
and monitor and evaluate. Its version 4.1 explicitly mentions an architectural
process and roles. The ‘‘Define the Information Architecture’’ process aims at
establishing and maintaining an enterprise information model and data dictionary as
EA artifacts to enable applications development and decision-supporting activities.
Other COBIT processes use those EA artifacts as inputs. Moreover, the COBIT role
model involves the chief architect in a RACI matrix (Smith and Erwin 2007) and
introduces with the ‘‘Determine technological direction’’ process an architecture
board that provides architecture guidelines, gives advice on their application, and
verifies compliance. Whereas COBIT integrates certain architectural activities and
roles as well as EA artifacts, their description and application remains broadly
generic, without detailing EA models, and restricted to the information architecture.
Although existing IT management literature hardly considers EAM, there is an
increasing awareness that EAM implies changes to IT management functions and
domains: Fischer et al. (2005) and later Wittenburg et al. (2007) consider EAM the
glue between IT management-related functions. For the specific case of the BMW
group, they provide a holistic and exemplarily overview of the IT management
processes. Specifically, they explain how EA information, for example business
process models, master maps, and blueprints, are used in and provide inputs and
outputs for the adjacent IT management processes.
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Riempp and Gieffers-Ankel (2007) analyze and describe how EAM concepts
support IT managers’ decision-making in implementing, integrating, operating, and
further developing complex application portfolios. They suggest multiple relevant
viewpoints, notably the IT strategy and IT project management viewpoint, with
tailored EA models, such as strategy maps, organization charts, and business
process models. Finally, the authors recommend integrating and aggregating the
information provided by the EA models into a decision-oriented ‘‘dashboard’’. They
propose different indicators, such as architectural standard compliance, functional
readiness, and operational excellence indicators, to assess each application and
support the application portfolio management.
Correia and Brito e Abreu (2009) derive a formal specification of service-level
agreements by integrating IT service management (ITSM) into the EA. From their
point of view, integration can be accomplished by sharing a common meta-model
between the ITSM and EA repositories and by aligning ITSM and EA components.
However, as they do not present their repositories’ sharing nor their components’
alignment, their concepts remain on an abstract level.
2.3 Research gap
To conclude, most of the EAM literature describes EAM as a stand-alone
management concept focusing on EA models and the EA life cycle. Although there
is an increasing awareness that EAM affects IT management functions and domains,
the current literature has left the connection between EAM and IT management
open. Only some practitioner-oriented publications mention EAM’s application in
the IT management context, but their description and application remains broadly
generic or support only specific IT management domains. We identify this gap as a
shortcoming in the current literature that provides research potential on how to
implement EAM as an integral part of IT management processes.
3 Research approach
The main purpose of our research is to develop prescriptions that may guide
organizations to successfully implement EAM. In view of this research objective,
we choose design science as research approach which is ideally suited to create
artifacts and in order to discover new knowledge how to best design and use
artifacts (Baskerville et al. 2009; Iivari 2007). Design science is very popular among
EA researchers, who mostly aim at constructing design artifacts, such as EA models
and methods. As outlined in our literature review, it is also applied in the context of
EAM implementation. While the current stream of constructive EA research is
focusing on the design artifacts, we purposefully decided to synthesize our research
results as a design theory (Gregor and Jones 2007). This approach allows us to
concentrate on the principles inherent in the design of the artifacts and thereby focus
on the most critical decisions underlying EAM implementations. Hence, the
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artifacts constructed in the context of a specific EAM implementation allow for
‘‘testing’’ the design theory, whereas the design theory allows the prescription of
guidelines for further artifacts of the same type. We also find that this approach
better copes with mutable design artifacts, such as situational artifacts, which are
very common in EAM implementations (Buckl et al. 2011; Aier et al. 2009b).
The following section will elaborate on our understanding on design theorizing
and its documentation. Based thereon, it will describe the research process that we
applied for developing the design theory for ADRIMA.
3.1 Design theorizing
Design theorizing is a problem-driven approach to theory development, which aims
at designing purposeful artifacts to solve relevant problems (Baskerville and Pries-
Heje 2010; Gregor 2009; Baskerville 2008). Design theories synthesize prescriptive
knowledge that is actionable, communicable, and can be developed mutually
(Gregor and Jones 2007). Compared to natural and behavioral science theories, they
not only represent systems of statements targeted at describing, explaining, and
predicting real world phenomena (Bacharach 1989; Dubin 1976), but comprise sets
of prescriptive statements to guide effective and feasible design (Walls et al. 1992).
Although the development of design knowledge is of high importance (Kuechler
and Vaishnavi 2008; Winter 2008) and design science has become a popular stream
in IS research (Iivari 2007; Hevner et al. 2004; Hevner and Chatterjee 2010), there is
as yet no commonly accepted way of designing and documenting design theories
(see Baskerville and Pries-Heje 2010; Fischer et al. 2010). For the purpose of this
study, we adopt the recommendations of Gregor and Jones (2007), who propose
eight documentation components to provide a ‘‘systematic specification of design
knowledge’’:
The purpose and scope specifies what the theory is for and what its boundaries
are. ADRIMA’s purpose and scope emanates from four design requirements, which
we derived from field studies. In presenting our design theory, we will concentrate
on the constructs, which represent domain-specific vocabulary and conceptualiza-
tions, and the principles of form and function, i.e. the design principles to embed
EAM in IT processes and the existing organizational structures. The design
principles are the design theory’s central aspects, because they represent a
reconceptualization from a specific artifact to a class of solutions and capture
formalized knowledge that can be reused to develop other instantiations. The design
principles are backed by justificatory knowledge and testable propositions.
Justificatory knowledge represents kernel and ‘‘practitioner-in-use’’ theories as
well as evidence-based justification to inform and explain the design decisions
(Gregor and Jones 2007; van Aken 2004). Testable propositions form truth
statements (Gregor and Jones 2007) or heuristic propositions (van Aken 2004) that
can be tested during the theory’s instantiations. In addition, we briefly illustrate the
expository instantiation with an IT demand management process example. We also
elaborate on the principles of implementation as the means by which the design is
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brought into being as well as the artifact mutability, discussing anticipated changes
to the artifact encompassed by the theory. By addressing all eight components,
ADRIMA can be considered a well-defined and comprehensive design theory.
3.2 Research process
We developed our design theory using a research process—inspired by the work of
Hevner et al. (2004) and Hevner (2007)—covering relevance, rigor, and a design
cycle (Fig. 1).
To analyze current EAM implementation in practice and identify the associated
challenges, the first step of our research comprised interpretive field studies (Klein
and Myers 1999). We observed three large German companies’ EAM initiatives for
periods of between 10 and 18 months and worked in close cooperation with their
EAM teams to develop and implement EAM. Owing to the organizations’ size, their
regional distribution, and their dependence on the extensive use of IT, these
companies were good candidates for EAM implementation. The selection of the
companies was driven by purposeful sampling, i.e. their need for a holistic approach
to EAM, as well as their willingness to cooperate and make multiple information
sources available to researchers. In the course of the field study, we gained in-depth
insight into the EA documentation and tools, the setup of the EA initiative, and the
methodologies applied. In addition to direct observation, we conducted semi-
structured interviews and workshops to grasp the EAM implementation process and
its challenges. We thereby followed a pluralistic research approach (Mingers 2001)
and used multiple data sources help to verify the ‘‘truth’’ of the results (Lincoln and
Guba 1985). From the companies’ specific EAM experiences, we were able to
generalize typical implementation challenges through triangulation. We completed
the first phase—the relevance cycle—by deriving a set of design requirements to
address these challenges.
During the course of the rigor cycle, we compared our explorative insights to the
EAM and IT management literature. We found that EAM studies mention similar
challenges—which acknowledged the validity of our design requirements—and
used the literature to identify justificatory knowledge that can support the
development of the design theory.
Company-specific EAM 
implementation approaches 
and challenges
General challenges and 
design requirements
Environment: 
EAM implementation analysis
Method: Field studies
Results: Validated design 
requirements
Justificatory knowledge
Design theory constructs
Knowledge base:
Literature analysis
Method: Literature review
Results:Design artifacts, e.g. process 
model
Design theory components 
according to Gregor and 
Jones (2007)
Design science research: 
Design theory development
Method: Action research/concept. modelling
Results:
Fig. 1 Research process based on Hevner (2007)
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During the design cycle, we developed and evaluated the design theory in an
iterative action research approach which comprised repeating sequences of
diagnosis, action and learning (Baskerville and Wood-Harper 1998). In order to
ensure the quality of our research results, we carefully followed the guidelines
applied in design theorizing (Hevner et al. 2004; Gregor and Jones 2007). We
recorded all comments, design changes, and evaluation results by maintaining a
research database to ensure the transparency, consistency, and dependability of our
research findings. In the first phase of the design cycle, we helped two of the three
companies solve their immediate EAM implementation challenges by conceptual-
izing IT process models and the supporting EAM practices and documentation
(‘‘design artifacts’’). We used a consensus-oriented conceptual modeling approach
(Becker and Niehaves 2007) to construct and evaluate these company-specific
artifacts. In periodic, one-to-four-week intervals, we collaborated on-site with
company representatives, notably enterprise architects. In addition, we conducted
workshops with executives, experienced project managers and methodology experts
to review and validate the artifacts, for example by means of process model
walkthroughs. The practitioners contributed their experience from prior (successful
and failed) EAM initiatives as well as extensive knowledge about the different
organizational contexts in which EAM was to be applied. Their comments helped
continuously improve each artifact’s design until it was complete, consistent, and
viable for implementation in the companies. The continuous review and validation
workshops made also sure that the artifacts were being shaped by the investigation
objects and not subjectively biased by the researchers. To improve the artifacts’
credibility and validity, we corroborated the different design alternatives with the
academic and practitioner literature, as well as with the archival documentation of
our partners’ IT units. We then generalized the findings as a formal design theory by
relying on the design and evaluation of purposeful artifacts, since these are regarded
as the central basis of design theories (Gregor 2009). Since we were working with
different companies and had insights into several EAM implementation contexts
within these companies, we were able to analyze the transferability of the artifacts
into other settings and could generalize the principles inherent to the design of the
artifacts. Based on these data, pattern matching, and a comparison between the
findings from multiple real-world settings, we synthesized the findings into a formal
design theory. Applying the design theory, by means of expository instantiation, to
different EAM implementations allows us to further proof the applicability and
credibility as well as to enhance the findings (Gregor and Jones 2007).
4 EAM implementation’s challenges and design requirements
In the course of our field studies, we analyzed the EAM implementation approaches
in three large Germany-based companies with a historically grown, complex IT
landscape (Table 2). Despite several years’ experience in EAM, all three companies
were facing significant challenges which necessitated major adjustments to their
EAM approach. From our observations in the field we generalize the typical
challenges they faced and derive a set of design requirements. Finally, we contrast
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the generalized design requirements of real-world EAM implementations with the
existing literature.
4.1 Field studies
Company A, one of the largest real estate service providers in Europe, was busy with
its third attempt to implement EAM. Its first attempt was aborted in the initial
modeling phase. Documenting the complete as-is EA was simply overwhelming in
terms of level of effort and detail. A second attempt was started with the goal of
capturing the EA on a higher level of abstraction according to the meta-model of the
EAM tool planning IT. It resulted in a nearly complete as-is EA documentation,
which quickly became obsolete: missing EAM roles meant it was not updated and it
was used neither in IT projects nor for analyses and reports. Moreover, a great deal
of detailed EA information, for example in manuals, remained outside the EAM tool
or with specific stakeholders, which meant the centrally collected EAM documen-
tation was perceived as being of little use. Since the first two EAM initiatives
occurred separately from the established IT processes in which the EA had regularly
been planned or changed, most IT and business representatives saw little benefit in
these initiatives. In the third attempt, the company pursued a pragmatic approach
which concentrated on concrete EA application scenarios in the IT operations’
process. In view of the high sourcing ratio (with more than 90 % of the annual IT
budget being sourced from external providers), company A defined EA models as
well as appropriate analyses and reports to use for IT providers’ contract
management as well as for error handling, migration planning, and maintenance
processes.
Company B is one of the world’s leading car manufacturers with several
independent brands and local sales organizations covering more than 150 countries.
It applied EAM to harmonize its group-wide IT landscape across different brands,
production facilities and local markets. EAM was not driven by one top-down
initiative, but by several individual initiatives in various IT units. In a first step, a
group-wide core business process and organizational model was documented with
the ARIS tool. This was complemented by technical infrastructure documentation,
as well as the definition of technology standards and their enforcement when
approving IT investments. In addition, Company B documented existing business
applications and introduced a group-wide IT landscape planning methodology.
More recently, the EAM gained further momentum from a service-oriented
architecture (SOA) initiative in which documentation and modeling methods for
domains, reusable IT modules, and technical IT services had been developed.
Nevertheless, the anticipated EAM benefits, such as improved business-IT
alignment and reusable application services, failed to appear. The organization
realized there was a gap between its long-term EA planning and the numerous
development projects that constantly change the EA. Additionally, the distributed
EAM approach led to scattered EA documentation. The various EAM tools
provided redundant and low quality information and inconsistent documentation
versions. Company-wide, standardized EA documentation had not yet been
implemented, as it was considered an overhead, and the EAM governance focused
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solely on enforcing technical standards. Motivated by the shortcomings, the
organization intended to integrate EAM into a newly established end-to-end IT
demand management process. By documenting and analyzing demands based on
EA models, the goal was to operationalize EAM, maintain up-to-date EA
documentation, and establish proactive IT planning.
The EAM in Company C, the German subsidiary of one of the world’s leading
accountancy firms, was driven by its global EAM strategy. A central EAM goal was
to support the business strategy implementation; however, the activities still focused
mostly on IT architecture. The German subsidiary was allowed to decide how EAM
had to be implemented and selected a model-oriented approach. It developed a
meta-model and reference models based on FEAF, covering all relevant areas from
IT infrastructure assets to business processes. The initiative focused on assessing the
existing application landscape, developing a catalogue of EA principles and
standards, as well as establishing governance mechanisms to allow for long-term
oriented IT management. During the EAM implementation, it became apparent that
the FEAF framework approach was not sufficient, not only because FEAF’s
reference models are oriented towards US Federal Government, but also because it
does not consider a firm’s existing organizational structure. Furthermore, very little
EA information was used in IT projects due to deficient EAM skills and a relatively
slow central EA modeling process. The EAM team had only limited authority to
direct the project managers who mainly drive the EA change. Project managers
preferred familiar modeling approaches and usually showed resistance to the EAM
team’s additional documentation requirements. Moreover, a lack of coordination
between the EAM initiative and a parallel ITIL initiative created contradictory
perceptions and redundant documentation. The required adjustments generated
additional effort, which in turn decreased the EAM initiatives’ acceptance. As a
consequence, the EAM team decided to concentrate on monitoring and reporting on
the application and IT service portfolio, as well as IT vendor management.
4.2 General EAM implementation challenges
All three companies initially focused on a modeling-driven EAM approach, as
proposed by many EA frameworks. They started by documenting their as-is
architecture on different EA layers, but faced common challenges with the
modeling-driven EAM implementation:
The first challenge relates to the effort regarding the initial documentation of the
EA models and the architecture teams’ definition of EA standards: The companies
recognized that complete EA documentation was not feasible due to the many
different stakeholders, the overall organizational complexity, and the too large
scope. The high initial effort hampered the willingness to further maintain the EA
artifacts. In addition, the companies did not consider mechanisms to update the EA
documentation, such as after-project changes. Thus, the EA repositories rapidly
became outdated and were perceived as being of low quality.
A second challenge was that existing EA artifacts remained unused in daily work
and decision-making: The low utilization of the EA documentation was partly due
to its poor quality and obsolescence. Additionally, the EAM initiatives provided EA
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documentation at the wrong levels of granularity and ignored the stakeholders’
information needs. Indeed, all the EAM initiatives provided basic EA documen-
tation, but without the appropriate EA artifacts’ representation, for example in
reports, to support the day-to-day work and decision-making.
A third challenge was the lack of acceptance in the (IT) organization: The IT
employees thought EAM just required additional effort and that it had no benefits
for their own work. The EAM initiatives’ unclear goals and the lacking EAM
knowledge hampered their support. There was a lack of EAM comprehension due to
ambiguous vocabularies between the IT and EAM groups, and because EAM was
often perceived as having only a technological focus. In addition, the architects had
limited access to the IT decision-making committees, such as project steering
committees or change advisory boards. Consequently, they were unable to promote
and enforce EA policies and standards in the existing IT processes related to the IT
life cycle, i.e. the planning, building, and running processes.
Since the EAM was set up as an independent initiative with a focus on the EA life
cycle, it created a management cycle parallel to established IT processes, such as the
IT strategy definition, budget and portfolio planning, the IT project delivery, and IT
service management. The consequences were coordination problems and rivalry
between the EAM initiative and IT processes, which already shaped decisions
related to planning, changing, and managing the EA.
4.3 Deriving design requirements from general EAM challenges
From these typical and widespread EAM implementation challenges, we were able
to derive four general design requirements (Table 3). These design requirements
(DR) describe, first, the conditions needed, from a practitioner’s viewpoint, to solve
problems, and, second, the specification or constraint of the design (see IEEE 1990).
Accordingly, the design requirements act as our design theory’s purpose and scope,
which the design theory’s constructs, design principles, and testable propositions
must address to overcome or reduce the general EAM implementation challenges.
Table 3 General EAM implementation challenges and design requirements
No. EAM implementation challenges Design requirements
1. Great effort relating to the initial collection as
well as EA artifacts being outdated and of low
quality
Existing IT processes should continuously
produce and maintain EA artifacts
2. Low usage of existing EA artifacts in day-to-
day work and decision-making
Existing IT processes should consume and use
appropriate EA artifacts
3. Lack of EAM acceptance in the (IT)
organization and difficulties to enforce EA
policies and standards
Existing IT roles and committees should
understand EA artifacts as well as assume
responsibilities for EAM tasks
4. Coordination problems because the EAM
initiative sets up processes for managing the
EA life cycle parallel to established IT
processes
EAM should be embedded in existing
organizational structure and processes
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The first design requirement that existing IT processes should continuously
produce and maintain EA artifacts addresses the initial EA documentation efforts as
well as the EA artifacts’ timeliness and quality issues. In doing so, the design theory
must provide functions for the continuous maintenance of EA artifacts. The second
design requirement concentrates both on the EAM use and EA artifacts’ adequacy.
Hence, the design theory must consider EAM regularly as part of day-to-day work
and decision-making in existing IT processes. The third design requirement
addresses EAM’s acceptance and comprehension problems due to IT staff’s
insufficient EAM awareness and skills. Thus, the design principles must tackle this
problem by improving the existing IT roles’ and committees’ understanding of EA
artifacts as well as establishing skills and responsibilities for EAM tasks. The fourth
design principle derives from coordination problems between the EAM processes
parallel to established IT processes. This design requirement generally emphasizes
embedding EAM in established IT processes and organizational structures, instead
of setting it up as a separate and parallel initiative.
4.4 Coverage of design requirements by existing EAM literature
We then matched the derived design requirements with appropriate EAM
implementation approaches of our earlier review. Table 4 depicts by which means
prior studies conceptualize EAM implementation and assesses to what extent the
studies satisfy the design requirements.
With respect to DR1, only a few contributions (CIO Council 2001) describe a
continuous maintenance concept for EA documentation, while others (Schmidt and
Buxmann 2011; Aier et al. 2009a) at best mention its significance. With regard to the
consumption and usage of appropriate EA artifacts, almost all identified approaches
consider DR2, notably the approaches defining concerns and viewpoints as well as
application of EA models (‘‘EAM application scenarios’’ in our literature review).
Aier et al. (2009a) specifically define criteria for adequate EA documentation.
DR3 is partly covered in governance-driven work, (e.g., Boh and Yellin 2007) as well
as in practitioner-driven contributions and EA frameworks, although these contributions
do not consider the EAM’s interplay with existing organizational structures. There is a
prominent contention that EAM should be integrated into established organizational
structures, but with the exception of Hoogervorst (2009), remains a generic assertion and
gives little attention to their EAM awareness and skills.
Some contributions that satisfy DR2 also build on DR4 by presenting specific IT
processes with integrated EAM practices and EA artifacts. However, as they focus
on specific EAM application scenarios, they have no general prescriptions how to
embed EAM in existing processes, nevertheless their artifacts can help to derive
design principles for a sub-class of solutions.
To conclude, this fidelity check (see March and Storey 2008) between the
existing EAM approaches and the general design requirements demonstrates that
there is no adequate solution in the extant knowledge-base. So far, no study has yet
formalized design knowledge related to embedding EAM practices and EA artifacts
into existing IT processes and organizational structures in an integrated and
comprehensive manner. The corresponding studies, however, may contribute to
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identify additional design theory’s justificatory knowledge that can be used to derive
and explain suitable design principles.
5 A design theory for architecture-driven IT management (ADRIMA)
The design theory for ADRIMA is the formal representation of our research
findings. Extending ADRIMA’s initial version (Lo¨he and Legner 2012), we
elaborate on the eight components proposed by Gregor and Jones (2007) to specify a
well-defined design theory.
5.1 ADRIMA’s purpose and scope
ADRIMA is motivated by the severe challenges that organizations face with
implementing EAM as separate and parallel initiatives. The purpose of the ADRIMA
design theory is to give prescriptions that will support companies implementing
EAM by addressing the requirements that EAM should be embedded in existing IT
organizational structure and processes (DR4), that existing IT processes should
continuously produce and maintain EA artifacts (DR1) as well as consume and use
appropriate EA artifacts (DR2), and that existing IT roles and committees should
understand EA artifacts and assume EAM tasks (DR3). Our empirical studies reveal
that, if applied as an integral part of IT management, EAM implementation impacts
IT organizational structure and processes that take decisions about how the EA will
evolve or change according to the defined IT goals. Thus, the scope of the proposed
design theory encompasses all IT processes and roles that directly or indirectly
govern (i.e. direct, monitor) and manage (i.e. plan, develop, operate) the EA.
5.2 ADRIMA’s constructs
The constructs represent the theory’s entities of interest and their relationships in the
sense of the ‘‘causa materialis’’ (Gregor and Jones 2007). Figure 2 illustrates the
main constructs, i.e. the basic vocabulary (March and Smith 1995) that enables our
design theory’s communication and description in the form of a conceptual model.
Since our design theory embeds EAM in IT processes, the model depicts how
general IT management and EAM constructs are interrelated. On the one hand, it
represents IT processes, tasks/activities, IT artifacts, IT goals, as well as the
stakeholders and roles, along with their relationships. On the other hand, the
conceptual model illustrates that the IT management constructs are supported by EA
artifacts and EAM practices. According to van der Raadt and van Vliet (2008), EA
artifacts comprise EA documentation and EA policies. EA documentation
(architecture description) describes a current (as-is) or future (to-be) EA model
through different views. Therefore, EA documentation contains a certain degree of
detail and formalization and addresses a defined set of concerns and viewpoints
(Aier et al. 2009a; Buckl et al. 2008; Maier et al. 2004). Viewpoints capture the
rules or provide the means for focusing, constructing, and analyzing particular
aspects of architecture descriptions (Maier et al. 2004; Lankhorst et al. 2005). EA
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policies are used to direct and control the EA development and typically refer to one
or more EA components. Depending on their liability, they can be further divided
into EA principles, guidelines, and standards (van der Raadt and van Vliet 2008).
Moreover, an EA artifact can be part of an IT artifact, which is produced as an
output or consumed as an input by an IT process. Since the literature uses different
terminologies for EA/EAM-related activities, such as EA/EAM task, method,
application, function, and process, we subsume them under the term EAM practice.
Typical EAM practices (see Bucher et al. 2006; Buckl et al. 2010a; van der Raadt
and van Vliet 2008; Schmidt and Buxmann 2011) include activities related to (1)
EAM documentation (document, update or share an EA artifact); (2) EAM usage
(analyze and evaluate EA artifacts or comply with an EA policy); (3) EAM
governance (monitor, direct, and enact an EA policy or monitor, coordinate, and
further develop EAM practices and EA artifacts or handle EAM escalation); as well
as (4) EAM communication (communicate or provide feedback on EAM practices
and EA artifacts). An EAM practice can comprise either a single EAM task or
various EAM tasks, in order to realize a certain EAM goal or concern.
5.3 ADRIMA’s principles of form and function and their testable propositions
DP1. Complement established IT processes with EAM practices and EA
artifacts Established IT processes that govern (i.e. direct and monitor) and
manage (i.e. plan, develop, and run) substantial EA components and
relationships should be complemented by EAM practices and EA artifacts.
The first design principle responds directly to DR4 and the need to generally
embed EAM in the main IT processes that have a significant impact on the EA.
Established IT processes must build the foundation on which to embed EAM
practices and EA artifacts to better fulfill IT goals without reshaping the EAM as
another management process cycle (e.g., The Open Group 2009; Buckl et al.
2009b). This implies that EAM practices and EA artifacts complement those IT
EAM goal / 
concern IT goal
IT process IT artifact(Input/output)
Task / Activity
EAM process (EAM practice)
EAM task(EAM practice)
EA artifact (Input/ouput)
Role
realizes
produces / 
consumes
produces / consumes
produces / 
consumes
consists of
consists of
is
realizes
influences
responsible /
competence for
determines
includes
Stakeholder
conducts
Viewpoint
determines
EA policyEA document.
is
EA component
references on
influences
has
Fig. 2 ADRIMA’s constructs in a conceptual model
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processes that govern or manage substantial EA components, such as applications or
infrastructure, and their relationships. We compare EAM, as a management
function, with knowledge management (KM) (see Struck et al. 2010; Riempp 2004;
Buckl et al. 2009a), since both EAM and KM need to have implicit and explicit
knowledge effectively identified, documented, and communicated in enterprise-
level management processes. Recent empirical EAM studies confirm this need in
respect of EAM implementation in existing structures (e.g., Schmidt and Buxmann
2011). We suggest the following testable propositions:
(a) If the EAM practices and EA artifacts are embedded well in existing IT
processes, EAM is more likely to succeed.
(b) If the EAM establishes parallel processes, it is more likely to fail.
DP2. Integrate EAM practices horizontally or vertically into specific IT tasks
(a) EAM usage and documentation practices that fit specific task character-
istics should be horizontally embedded in an established IT process.
(b) EAM communication and governance practices that fit specific task
characteristics should be vertically embedded in an established IT process.
This principle aims to satisfy DR1, DR2 and DR4, and defines which kind of
EAM practices to embed and where they should be embedded. Situational factors
have been found to determine the application of EAM practices and act as
preconditions to determine the most suitable EAM practices (Aier et al. 2009b)
or what Buckl et al. (2011) refer to as method building blocks. These situational
aspects in applying EAM practices can be explained by contingency theory
which represents a dominant organizational and IS design approach, suggesting
to adopt the appropriate level of a structural variable that fits the contingency to
improve performance (Donaldson 2001; Weill and Olson 1989; Ginzberg 1980).
Building on contingency theory and the work of Becerra-Fernandez and
Sabherwal (2001) on knowledge management, we conclude that the impact of
EAM is moderated by the context in which EAM is being used. From our field
study, we have found existing IT tasks to be a determining situational factor.
During our action research process, we learned that task characteristics determine
appropriate EAM practices. Table 5 gives an overview and examples of the
relationships between the IT task characteristic, EAM practice, and embedding
direction. Regarding the embedding direction, an appropriate EAM practice
should be either horizontally or vertically embedded in an existing IT process
(see Riempp 2004):
• An EAM usage or documentation practice should be horizontally embedded,
which means that it directly produces or consumes an EA artifact as a task of the
existing IT process.
• An EAM communication or governance practice should be vertically embedded,
which means a task of the existing IT process initiates the production or
consumption of another EAM process’s EA artifact.
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For DP2, we suggest subsequent testable propositions:
(a) If the applied EAM practices fit the IT tasks, they will increase the IT
processes’ efficiency and/or quality.
(b) If the EAM usage or documentation is not embedded horizontally in IT
processes, they will be less effective.
DP3. Trigger EA maintenance continuously by means of an EA components’
change Whenever an EA component changes, an IT process’s feedback
mechanism should be triggered to update the EA information base and secure
its timeliness and quality.
This principle addresses DR1 and prescribes the conditions and mechanisms to
ensure continuous maintenance of EA artifacts. A feedback mechanism should be
triggered when an EA component changes to maintain updated EA documentation.
The EA documentation has to be maintained, i.e. created or modified, validated and
released, for example,
1. after a new IT planning round defines the to-be architecture;
2. after an IT governance process releases a new or modified EA policy;
3. when the as-is architecture is changed, i.e. when an EA component or
relationship is created or modified.
Table 5 Task characteristic determining EAM practice embedding
IT task characteristic (example) EAM practice EAM practice (example) Embedding
Analysis and evaluation of IT
demands
Decision-making on IT
investments (e.g., project
approval)
EAM usage Analyze and evaluate impact
on EA
Check compliance with EA
policy and EA targets
Horizontal
IT planning and goal setting
Solution design (e.g., future CRM
system)
EAM
documentation
Develop and maintain, EA
artifacts and components
Modeling of EA artifacts
Horizontal
Publication of new IT standards
and guidelines
Productive start of new IT
solution (e.g., new CRM
system)
Project marketing and
communication
EAM
communication
Provide feedback on EAM
practices and EA artifacts
Communicate EA artifacts
Vertical
Project review (e.g., quality
assurance and compliance
check)
IT controlling
EAM
governance
Monitor, direct, and enact EA
policy
Monitor and further develop
EAM practices and EA artifacts
Handle EAM escalation
Vertical
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Beside the organizational trigger and procedures, the feedback mechanism
should also contain an interface specification for the consistent transfer from
existing specialized repositories, such as a configuration management database, to
the EA repository. This can, for example, be technically achieved by means of meta-
model integration (see Fischer et al. 2007). In addition the organizational
prerequisites, such as responsibilities, skills and procedures, have to be in place
to link the specialized IT process’s artifacts to the related EA artifacts. Our field
studies reveal that the communication of a stakeholder’s personal benefits from EA
artifacts can boost continuous EA maintenance. For example, an EA model showing
the impact and context of an IT project can be used as active marketing measures for
a project manager. In respect of DP3, we propose the following testable
propositions:
(a) If an IT process contains triggers for continuous maintenance, the EA
documentation’s up-to-dateness and quality will increase.
(b) If an IT process contains an interface specification to transform IT process-
specific documentation into appropriate EA documentation, the EA documen-
tation’s up-to-dateness and quality will increase.
(c) The effort to ensure triggered, continuous EAM maintenance will be less than
that required for various, single EAM initiatives to attain a similar EA
information base quality.
DP4. Determine appropriate EA artifacts’ granularity An EA artifact should
represent a defined set of stakeholders’ viewpoints and satisfy the quality
criteria of width, depth, and pragmatism.
This principle addresses both DR1 and DR2, and supports the application of EA
artifacts in existing IT processes. As a fully covered EA information base is not
feasible, appropriate EA artifacts should focus on major dependencies on a high
level of abstraction and address a defined set of stakeholder viewpoints. An EA
artifact forms an EA-specific in-/output that can be part of an IT artifact. Building
on Aier et al. (2009a), three quality criteria should guide the definition and
collection of appropriate EA artifacts:
• The width criterion specifies that an EA information base should only contain
EA artifacts that are necessary to address stakeholders’ viewpoints, which are
defined by IT tasks and processes. Thereby, they also depend on task
characteristics (see DP2).
• The depth criterion specifies that only holistic structures, i.e. those that reflect
the entire organization or a group of similar components, are relevant. Detailed
information is only relevant if an EA component’s change has a significant
impact on other components, has a significant influence on the behavior of the
entire system or the details foster an EA component’s reuse.
• According to the pragmatism criterion, the effort needed for continuous
maintenance (see DP3) should be less than the benefits relating to the use of the
EA artifacts. This implies that EAM usage and maintenance should use
appropriate cost and benefit measures in order to make adjustments if required.
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In respect of DP4, we suggest the following testable propositions:
(a) If EA artifacts fit the viewpoints, they will increase IT processes’ quality.
(b) If EA artifacts fit the viewpoints, they will increase IT processes’ degree of
EAM usage.
(c) The EA information base will contain fewer unnecessary EA artifacts if the
criteria of width, depth, and pragmatism are applied.
DP5. Enhance the established IT organization by EAM responsibilities and
competencies Established roles and decision-making committees should be
complemented by EAM-specific responsibilities and skills.
This design principle addresses DR3 and complements existing approaches
focusing on the role of the architect and architecture boards (Keller 2007; Strano
and Rehmani 2007; The Open Group 2009). However, our field study observations,
as well as recent studies (Schmidt and Buxmann 2011; Winter and Schelp 2008),
reveal that architecture topics have to be covered and become part of established IT
roles and committees, such as project steering or IT budgeting committees.
Consequently, architects have to serve on these committees to support decision-
making. The procedures and rules of existing committees must be complemented by
EAM feedback and escalation paths, as well as appropriate EAM decision-making
rights and criteria, for example, to handle EA waiver requests or escalate to another
committee (see van der Raadt and van Vliet 2008). Moreover, existing roles must be
responsible for executing individual EAM tasks, such as updating EA documen-
tation or escalating conflicts with EA standards, and must have the appropriate skills
to do so. Consequently, the EA documentation’s scope and contents to be handled,
adherence to EA policies, as well as the EAM feedback and escalation paths should
be part of the role profiles. In respect of DP5, we suggest the following testable
propositions:
(a) If existing IT role profiles are complemented by EAM-specific responsibilities
and skills, it is more likely that EA-related responsibilities will be carried out.
(b) If architects serve on existing IT committees, the enforcement of EA policies,
i.e. standards and principles, will increase.
To conclude, Table 6 summarizes the design principles and determines how each
of these addresses the design requirements and uses justificatory knowledge:
5.4 ADRIMA’s expository instantiation
During the design cycle, we applied our design theory to a new IT demand
management process at company B. The following section will illustrate how we
applied the constructs and design principles in this expository instantiation ‘‘for the
purpose of theory representation or exposition’’ (Gregor and Jones 2007). Figure 3
shows the first phases of the IT demand management process as BPMN diagram
(OMG 2011). This diagram comprises the main constructs of our design theory, i.e.
IT tasks, artifacts, and roles, as well as embedded EAM practices and EA artifacts.
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Regarding DP1, we selected the IT demand management process as an IT
planning process that is highly relevant to EAM since it identifies, collects,
evaluates, and prioritizes demands of future IT solutions. It thereby prepares
architectural decisions and shapes the future states of the EA. The first design
principle implies that this process is to be complemented by EAM practices and EA
artifacts.
In order to apply DP2 and identify the relevant IT tasks, we analyzed how
demands are processed in company B. After a requestor articulates a new demand
(either in the planning process or ad-hoc), a dedicated person, the demand manager,
ensures that the demand description is complete and analyzes its contents. This
analysis is directly complemented (i.e. horizontal integration in DP2a) by an EA
impact analysis, for example, to identify the affected business processes,
organizational units, and applications (EAM usage).
To identify similar demands from other requestors, the demand manager
categorizes the demand into an organization-wide domain model. In the exceptional
case that domain categorization is not possible, the demand manager informs the
central architecture team to maintain or enhance the domain model (see DP3). After
domain model adaptions have been made, the central architecture team commu-
nicates the changes (i.e. vertical integration in DP2b) back to the organization. In
Table 6 Mapping of design principles to design requirements and justificatory knowledge
Design principle Design
requirement
Justificatory knowledge
DP1. Complement established IT
processes with EAM practices and EA
artifacts
DR4 EAM compared to knowledge management
(Struck et al. 2010; Riempp 2004; Buckl
et al. 2009a)
DP2. Integrate EAM practices
horizontally or vertically with specific
IT tasks
DR4, DR1,
DR2
Situational EAM (Buckl et al. 2011; Aier et al.
2009b)
Contingency theory in general, and more
specifically task characteristics as
contingencies (Donaldson 2001; Becerra-
Fernandez and Sabherwal 2001; Weill and
Olson 1989; Ginzberg 1980)IT task
characteristics as identified during field study
DP3. Trigger EA maintenance
continuously by means of an EA
components’ change
DR1 Organizational procedures as identified during
field study
Meta-model integration for synchronizing
repositories (Fischer et al. 2007)
DP4. Determine appropriate EA
artifacts’ granularity
DR2, DR1 Heuristics of an engineering-based EA
approach (Aier et al. 2009a)
Concern-driven EA modeling (Buckl et al.
2008; Lankhorst et al. 2005)
DP5. Enhance the established IT
organization by EAM responsibilities
and competencies
DR3 Enhancement of IT roles and committees by
EAM responsibilities as identified during
field study
EAM governance structures (Schmidt and
Buxmann 2011; Winter and Schelp 2008)
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another example, the central architecture team defines and monitors (i.e. vertical
integration in DP2b) EA standards to document demand’s solution alternatives by
means of a to-be business function model. When considering the go-live (i.e. the
trigger in DP3) of the solution that implements the demand, which is not covered in
the BPMN diagram, all changed EA artifacts must be updated. For example, the
to-be business function model is transformed into an as-is business function model.
Regarding DP4, IT demand managers and requestors need well-arranged,
schematic views to analyze the demand’s problem and solution space. EA models,
such as the to-be business function models, may be used to document a demand’s
proposed solution from a business perspective. It illustrates the new or changed
business functions, as well as the affected business objects. Additionally,
application landscape maps document a solution alternative’s impact on the to-be
IT landscape.
Lastly, DP5 is applied by establishing that an enterprise architect, as a member of
the demand management committee, has a veto right. The enterprise architect
participates during the demand evaluation and prioritization to avoid conflicts with
the target EA and EA goals, for example, the global IT landscape harmonization
goals. In doing so, not only the enterprise architect’s role profile, but also the
demand management committee’s rules of internal procedure should reflect the veto
right competency. This instantiation is not visible from the BPMN diagram, but in
the organizational chart of the IT committees.
5.5 ADRIMA’s principles of implementation
In this section, we will discuss issues that concern the means by which the design is
brought into being, i.e. ‘‘the implementation process involving agents and actions’’
(Gregor and Jones 2007). We will focus on the preparation steps needed to embed
EAM into a concrete instantiation of an established IT process. The main challenge
in implementing our design theory is to ensure organizational change and a
continuous EAM execution with the respective IT process. Basically, we suggest the
following three implementation principles (IP), but do not claim for exhaustiveness:
IP1. Conceptual modeling involving IT managers and enterprise architects to
define EAM-embedded IT processes: The first implementation principle follows the
argumentation that the purposeful design of an EAM-embedded IT process is a
critical first step in EAM implementation and concentrates on the means to do so.
We suggest that appointed IT and EAM personnel work together to develop a
conceptual model of the EAM-embedded IT processes. Changes in established IT
processes and organizational structures can only occur if the responsible personnel
(e.g., process or application owners) and the architects work together. Both parties’
skills are required to discuss the IT’s and architects’ concerns.
In our field study, we applied a consensus-oriented conceptual modeling
approach (Becker and Niehaves 2007) involving different IT managers and
employees, as well as IT methodology experts, during the design cycle. Moreover,
based on the BPMN diagrams, we conjointly discussed the EAM embedding
potential of each IT task involving the IT demand management program manager,
two enterprise architects, and a business analyst (see IP2). Consequently, we regard
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conceptual modeling of EAM-embedded IT processes, as generally described in
business process management (e.g., Delen et al. 2005; Melao and Pidd 2000) and
reference modeling (e.g., Winter and Schelp 2006; Fettke and Loos 2007), as a
valuable first step in implementing our design theory. It provides useful means to
define some kind of formal representation of the IT process and organizational
structures. Thus, formal representations can provide the necessary guidance for
organizational change and positive evaluation results increase their potential to be
applied in the organization.
IP2. Analyze task characteristics, roles, and viewpoints to determine appropriate
EAM practices and EA artifacts: Second, following DP2 to DP5, the established IT
process needs to be analyzed in order to determine suitable EAM practices and EA
artifacts. The detailed BPMN diagrams helped us discuss the task characteristics and
analyze whether each step should be complemented by EAM practices or EA
artifacts. A spreadsheet, as shown in Fig. 4, documents the decision to embed EAM.
For every task in the demand management process, the table documents the
task’s goals and activators (e.g., the EAM or the demand management team). The
following two columns describe the EAM practices to be used. The color code
Fig. 4 Reconcilement sheet (example)
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determines whether an EAM practice is established and can be used (dark grey
cells) or has to be developed/enhanced (light grey cells). In addition, during the
discussion, we captured the responsible roles and organizational units, as well as the
task frequency (periodically, on request, for each demand).
IP3. Adapt or design EAM practices and EA artifacts: Based on IP2’s analysis,
the enterprise architect is able to shape appropriate EAM practices and EA artifacts
that complement the IT process and satisfy the relevant information requirements.
As ADRIMA introduces only design principles to EAM practices and EA artifacts,
they require operationalizations—for example by means of EAM patterns (see
Buckl et al. 2008). When an adequate EAM practice and EA artifact was already
available, its design, i.e. its viewpoints and application, was reviewed with the IT
process owner. Moreover, the role profiles of the person in charge were redefined so
that he or she was capable of applying the destined EAM practice or EA artifact. If
there was no adequate existing EAM practice or EA artifact, a new one had to be
designed and developed (e.g., by triggering the vertically embedded EAM
governance process).
5.6 ADRIMA’s artifact mutability
While ADRIMA’s constructs and design principles provide a general and abstract
blueprint for EAM implementation in established processes and organizational
structures, the corresponding instantiation in a concrete organization is dependent
on mutual factors. With artifact mutability, we aim at anticipating those factors and
address their degree of change in the state of the artifact and the expository
instantiation. We identified the following four factors: organizational setting,
process type, degree of formalization of the process description, and organizational
change.
First, we anticipate different EAM practices for different organizational settings,
for instance depending on the size of the organization and its management
structures. For example, EAM communication practices may differ between small
and large-scale organizations. Whereas, in small settings, an application owner may
take over EAM communication tasks, such as publishing the application’s context
and scope in a repository, in large-scale settings, a dedicated team, such as a
program or project management office, may conduct dedicated EAM communica-
tion tasks as part of project marketing.
Second, for different process types, i.e. IT planning, development, and operations
processes, we anticipate differences between EA artifacts’ granularity. For example,
we anticipate that the EA documentation to be used in the IT project portfolio
management process will have a higher granularity, covering the whole organiza-
tion, whereas IT projects will capture the detailed solution design using EA
documentation.
Third, we anticipate that the embedding of appropriate EA artifacts will differ for
those processes, whose process description can be formalized in advance, compared
to emergent or ad hoc processes, whose process description cannot be formalized.
The determination of the width, depth, and pragmatism criterion will be vaguer for
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the latter because it is not possible to describe an adequate formal representation for
them in advance.
Fourth, due to organizational changes over time, the instantiated operationaliza-
tion of EAM practices and EA artifacts will certainly evolve, which might require
further adaptions without circumventing ADRIMA’s design principles.
6 Conclusion and implications
6.1 Contribution
This paper’s main scientific contribution is a design theory for ADRIMA which is
summarized in Table 7. The ADRIMA design theory synthesizes prescriptive
statements to embed EAM into existing IT processes; it is based on insights from
three field studies, prior research and practical experiences in EAM projects. Its
most important contribution consists of five design principles for integrating EAM
practices and EA artifacts in the IT organization and processes that plan, change,
and manage the EA. ADRIMA addresses the practical challenges that emerge with
EAM implementation and provide means for organizational change by prescribing
how IT organizational structures and processes, which incorporate the constructs
and design principles, can be constructed and implemented in specific circum-
stances. Our research goes beyond previous scientific and practical approaches in its
focus on design principles and emphasis on the EAM embedded in existing IT
management; the existing EAM literature and EA frameworks describe EAM as a
stand-alone management concept focusing on EA models and the EA life cycle.
Conversely, existing IT management approaches, such as ITIL or COBIT, do not
(yet) or only partly, consider EAM. As a design theory, ADRIMA complements and
integrates recent EA research that deals with situational EAM introduction, EAM
patterns and EAM application scenarios (Buckl et al. 2009b, 2010a, 2011; Aier et al.
2009b). It synthesizes the most critical design knowledge underlying EAM
implementations and provides theoretical as well as evidence-based justification to
inform and explain the design decisions. The formulation of our research findings as
a design theory provides some advantages compared to the construction of methods,
reference models or patterns; it allows for coping with mutable design artifacts and
deriving different instantiations for specific organizational settings’ processes.
6.2 Limitations
Our research has certain limitations: Since our focus was on developing a design
theory for ADRIMA, our present research approach mirrors an IT-driven EAM
perspective. This IT-led EAM focus is common not only in the literature in which
the discipline evolved from system architectures (see Zachman 1987) into a holistic
enterprise management function (see Ross et al. 2006; Kappelman et al. 2009), but
also in the majority of EAM initiatives that start in the IT department. However, we
consider EAM a holistic organizational approach and anticipate that the design
theory could be extended to embedding EAM in other management structures and
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processes. We encourage future research to extend ADRIMA to the broader
enterprise management perspective.
A further limitation is that we developed our design theory in collaborative
research projects with two organizations, and our findings may be constrained by
this research setting. While design-oriented action research is a recommended
research approach for the iterative development of design theory results (see
Siponen et al. 2006; Walls et al. 1992), such studies do not prove their universal
validity. We addressed this issue in our research approach, by conducting iterative
design cycles with periodic review and validation workshops covering different
organizational settings and EAM implementation contexts. In order to ensure the
validity and generalizability of our design theory, we identified the relevant
justificatory knowledge, including general and ‘‘practitioner-in-use’’ theories as well
as evidence-based justification, that gives a basis and explanation for design
Table 7 Anatomy of the ADRIMA design theory
Design theory
component
Consideration in ADRIMA design theory
1. Purpose and scope The main purpose of our research is to propose a design theory that will
support companies implementing EAM by addressing the requirements
(DR4) that EAM should be embedded in existing organizational structure
and processes, (DR1) that existing IT processes should continuously
produce and maintain EA artifacts as well as (DR2) consume and use
appropriate EA artifacts, and (DR3) that existing IT roles and committees
should understand EA artifacts as well as assume skills and responsibilities
for EAM tasks
2. Constructs ADRIMA’s constructs describe how IT management and EAM are
interrelated. They comprise IT-related constructs (IT processes, tasks,
stakeholders and roles) as well as EAM-related constructs (EAM goal/
concern, viewpoint, EAM practice, EA artifact, EA component)
3. Principles of form and
function
The design theory defines five design principles for complementing
established IT processes with EAM practices and EA artifacts (DP1), for
vertically and horizontally embedding EAM (DP2), for triggered
continuous EA maintenance (DP3), for appropriate EA artifact granularity
(DP4), as well as for EAM-complemented IT roles and committees (DP5)
4. Artifact mutability EA artifacts and EAM practices to be embedded are highly dependent on the
concrete organizational setting, the specific IT processes and the degree of
their formalization. In addition, their embedding evolves over time, which
requires continuous adaption of the design theory’s instantiation
5. Testable propositions Propositions are formulated to test whether the implementation of
ADRIMA’s design principles result in better EAM implementation
compared to alternative approaches, such as model-driven EAM initiatives
6. Justificatory
knowledge
The design principles are built on general IS theories, such as contingency
theory, the EAM-specific knowledge base (‘‘practitioner-in-use’’ theories)
as well as evidence-based justification from our field study
7. Principles of
implementation
Three implementation principles are suggested, that build on conceptual
modeling and the subsequent refinement of EA artifacts and practices in a
collaborative approach involving EAM and IT stakeholders
8. Expository
instantiation
An instantiation example of the IT demand management process is presented,
which explicates the different design principles
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decisions. To further increase the validity and generalizability of our research
findings, especially in respect of other organizational outlets, future research should
build on our findings to test and enhance the design principles and their testable
propositions by means of multiple case studies or large-scale quantitative studies.
Moreover, the design theory has so far only been instantiated in one organization.
Investigating instantiations in other companies and processes will refine and
complement our theory.
6.3 Implications for practice and research
Our work’s implication for practice is that organizations should not introduce EAM
as a separate initiative, but should aim at changing their established IT processes to
become EAM-aware. In doing so, organizations can more transparently commu-
nicate the value of EAM use and avoid stakeholder resistance. Our design theory
may guide practitioners in their efforts to implement EAM in their organization. By
applying the design principles, they can systematically embed EAM practices and
EA artifacts into their existing IT organizational structures and processes.
As an implication for research, our work draws the attention to the integration of
EAM practices and EA artifacts with established organizational practices and
artifacts. Keeping in line with Gregor and Jones (2007), we suggest that future
research should address the further refinement of our design theory’s components,
notably the design theory’s artifact mutability and expository instantiation, for
example in the context of organizational change (see Whelan-Berry and Somerville
2010; Pettigrew et al. 2001; Visscher and Visscher-Voerman 2010). Instantiating the
design theory might also identify advanced EAM patterns or complement existing
design-oriented research on situational EAM approaches.
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